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“QPAD CT: The best pad in the world with smooth, 

controlled glide with an optimum level of friction” 

®QPAD  CT
SMOOTH AND COMFORTABLE

YOU'LL THRILL TO THE TASK
QPAD®|CT™  Gaming surface with Hybratek™ coating. For all users with high 
demands on precision, feel and functionality this is the mouse pad that 
delivers. CT™ series smooth Hybratek™ coating ensures that the mouse 
registers every detail of the smallest mouse movement. It offers a smooth 
and a controlled glide with an optimum level of friction. Whether you are a 
hardcore gamer or work with other demanding tasks such as graphic design 
or large spreadsheets, you’ll thrill to the task.

SPECIFICATION:
Modell: QPAD®|CT™ Smooth professional gaming mouse pad. 
Sizes: Large|40.5x28.5cm 
Thickness: 4 alt 1.5mm
Design: White, black or poker
Surface: Hybratek™ coated cloth surface. 
Other: Including Glidz 

Art.Nr CT Series: 
CT BLACK LARGE 4mm #3800 | 1.5mm #3802
CT BLACK MEDIUM 4mm #3801 | 1.5mm #3803

CT WHITE LARGE  4mm #3700 | 1.5mm #3702
CT WHITE MEDIUM 4mm #3701 | 1.5mm #3703
CT WHITE SMALL 4mm #3707

CT POKER SMALL 4mm #3752
CT 

Medium|33x25.5cm Small|28,5x20cm 

CT BLACK SMALL 4mm #3807  

POKER MEDIUM 4mm #3750

“if you’re 
looking for a 
pro Gaming 
mouse pad 
that is highly 
durable, 

accurate and offers precise, smooth and 
controlled glide surface then this is the one for 
you. It truly deservers our highest award”  
www.xtremecomputing.co.uk

"Qpad, my mouse and I thank you. I 
never realized the importance of a 
great gaming surface until I used 
this. Everything I do on my 
computer is more enjoyable simply 
because of the feel of the mouse. 

The surface is wonderful. I completely and highly 
recommend this to any gamer out there looking 
for a low sensitivity mouse pad. I would definitely 
give this the coveted Hardware-Review Stamp of 
Excellence." www.hardware-review.net
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